
#35716, Rent - Apartment, Belgrade, HRAM SVETOG SAVE

TYPE OF OBJECT SURFACE AREA THE PRICE UTILIZATION

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 210 m² €1,500 CHECK AVAILABILITY

FURNISH INDEPEN YES 3 0 2 1 YES NO NO NO

BEDROOMS DAILY ROOMS THE FLOOR

2 1 4

Unique residential space, housed on a top two floors of a smaller building, within city center. It is a busy street, only few minutes

away from Slavija square. Walk-up building from before war period and entrance through passage, which makes sort of

insulation from traffic noise. Apartment is two-side oriented, tucked in and quiet, and at the same time very bright. Interesting

organized space which occupies two levels. First level has open plan layout which joins living room, dining area, kitchen and

study room. One bedroom is separated and it has own open bathroom with a shower cabin. Second bathroom with a shower

cabin is also separated. Kitchen area opens toward wonderful terrace of 26 m<sup>2</sup> which is not included into the

surface of the apartment and it is real oasis for social gatherings or just enjoyment. This terrace has barbecue and staircase

which lead to an upper terrace with additional 22 m<sup>2</sup>, planed for sunbathing. At the very center of a first level are

open metal staircase, which lead to a gallery. There is a double bed, open closet area and open bathroom with a hydromassage

bathtub. Apartment is fully furnished with cozy furniture of modern forms and numerous noticable details, which create

pleasant ambience. The apartment is ideal for life of a couple, business people, who value comfort and unique open concept

penthouse with an excellent, centrally positioned location.
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